In the paper, we propose an information retrieval based (IR-based) Question Answering (QA) system to assist online customer service staffs respond users in the telecom domain. When user asks a question, the system retrieves a set of relevant answers and ranks them. Moreover, our system uses a novel reranker to enhance the ranking result of information retrieval. It employs the word2vec model to represent the sentences as vectors. It also uses a sub-category feature, predicted by the knearest neighbor algorithm. Finally, the system returns the top five candidate answers, making online staffs find answers much more efficiently.
Introduction
Online customer services have been used for decades. Providing the services with satisfactory quality requires a large number of welltrained online customer service staffs, making the cost not affordable for most companies. For online customer service staffs, the most time consuming tasks is to find appropriate answers from the log database of previous conversations or the frequently-asked-question database. Academic researchers and industrial engineers have made considerable efforts on developing automatic question-answering (QA) systems to support online customer services.
Currently, the most popular approach to find the answer given the queried question is informationretrieval-based. In this approach, the queried question is treated as a set of keywords. Then, these keywords are sent to an information retrieval engine, such as Apache Lucene 1 , to search similar questions in the log or FAQ databases. All indatabase questions are ranked according to their keyword-based similarities to the queried question. The main incapability of keyword-based similarity is that it considers only the appearance of surface keywords but overlooks the semantics. Thanks to the emergence of distributed representations of words (Mikolov et al., 2013) , words are transformed to vectors that capture precise semantic word relationships. Therefore, the similarity between two questions could be measured in terms of their semantic meanings.
Currently, several studies have proved the effectiveness of incorporating word embedding features in answer ranking models (Zhou et al., 2015; Zhou and Huang, 2017; Belinkov et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2015) . In our system, we derive our reranking model based on two SemEval-2016 studies (AlessandroMoschitti et al., 2016; Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016) . We train a word embedding model to transform all questions into distributed vectors (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Dai et al., 2015) . Due to every in-database question contains intention labels assigned by Chunghwa telecom customer service staffs, we train a multi-class classifier to identify the input questions intention. Finally, we design a reranking model using the word embedding features and the intention feature. Our system provides a web-based interface that present the userstaff conversation on the left pane and the candidate answers on the right pane, as shown in Figure  1 . Figure 1 : The user interface of our system. The dialogue part is on the left side, and the top 5 answers are beside it. Name entities in the answers are distinguished by different colors. The user in the figure types "I wants to buy a Samsung smartphone.". The responses are "I'm sorry. Samsung edge7 is not included in the prepaid card plan.", "OK. Are you going to buy cell phone the 587 plans?", "There is no Samsung galaxy j in Pink Gold. There is only white ones left. This is a web site that you can reference.", "It depends on your cell phone plan." and "Samsung a5 isn't included in the Dafa plan.". 
Architecture
In this section, we introduce the architecture of our system, as shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, it preprocesses the input question and then retrieves top 100 QA pairs from the Chunghwa Telecom (CHT) customer-staff conversation log database. Then, our system employs a word embedding model to transform questions into vectors.
There are two models, Word2Vec 2 and Doc2Vec 3 , to implement the word embedding. The word embedding make great result in finding the appropriate responses. To optimize the result,
Chinese Tokenization
Our system mainly used by the people who speak in Chinese, and Chinese words in the sentence don't have the labels to show the boundary between them. Thus, the system has to do the Chinese tokenization 4 . To solve the sequence labeling problem, people often utilize Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Conditional Random Filed (CRF) because of their high accuracy. Our system should immediately realize the input messages. It also needs to update the new words and retraining the tokenizer regularly. As a result, we adopt HMM algorithm. It is fast, and it has high accuracy. It basically takes time to count the N-gram Frequency instead of modifying the weight of features, so its training time is far less than CRF.
Information Retrieval -Okapi BM25
For the information retrieval, we adopt the Okapi Best Matching 25 (BM25) algorithm. BM 25 is arguably one of the most important and widely used information retrieval function. It is effective and it has strong retrieval capacity. However, it lacks for variety, and it's hard to unite the properties of multiply entities.
Word2Vec
After the information retrieval, we take the top 100 entities to be the candidates. Each word in a candidate will be transformed into a fixed-length vector using Word2Vec model. Word2Vec is a high efficiency model using a real number vector to represent a word. It utilize the concept of deep learning, transforming the text into a k dimension vector through training. The similarity of the word vectors can represent the similarity of the words' semantic. Because sentences consist of words, we calculate the arithmetic mean of all word vectors in the same QA pair to represent the pair.
Doc2Vec
We have tried another word embedding model, Doc2Vec, to map the sentences to unique vectors as well. Doc2Vec's concept is alike to Word2Vec except the additional paragraph vector. The paragraph vector represents the missing information from the current context and can act as a memory of the topic of the paragraph. Word2Vec and Doc2Vec can effectively make the inappropriate candidates' rank drop and left the good answers in the top 5 order. Besides being a feature to rerank the 100 pairs, the result of Doc2Vec is also the input feature of multi-class classification which is discussed in next section.
Intention Prediction
The intention of the input question is effective for searching similar question to it. For example, the question "How to renew my plan for acquiring an iphone 7" is similar to "I want to buy an iphone 7, could you suggest me a suitable plan?" Wordbased similarity measures are hard to detect their similarity because they have few words in common. However, incorporating intention information could mitigate this problem. Fortunately, every question in the CHT customer-staff conversation log database has intention labels. Therefore, we could train a multi-class classification model to predict the intention label. We have tried three modes: logistic regression, Naïve Bayes and knearest-neighbor. The results will be presented in Section 3.1
NER
The contents of the answers usually contain many proper nouns such as plans, devices, Store location, etc. To respond to the user, we need the information of them. Consequently, it is important to distinguish which word is a proper noun. We use CRF Model to address the problem and train several models for the name of special offers, product name, location. The accuracy is 91%, 71.4%, 85.86%, respectively. We design the features like the suffix, brand name, product id, etc. The training data is the CHT dialogue corpus and some data collected from sogi 5 .
Experiment and Results

Intention Prediction
In this section, we compare the different classifiers, logistic regression, Naïve Bayes and KNN. The training data is CHT dialogue corpus. It consists of 113425 sentences classified in 10 categories by the customer service staff in CHT. However, it contains a lot of noisy data which impact the performances. We manually select the most common 120 sentences in each category to be the test data, and there are 1200 sentences in total. 
Reranker
To validate our approach, our system compares with the baseline, BM25, implemented in Solr. The test data is the most common query in each category. It retrieves 100 QA pairs per query. We evaluate the result of reranking using Mean Average Precision (MAP) of top 5 candidates and all candidates respectively. Table 2 and Table 3 show the performance of the experiments. Different word embedding models have different advantages. 
Conclusion
We present a novel system to economizes on manpower and material resources in the the online customer service. It outperforms the famous information retrieval algorithm through word representation and multi-class classification, and it achieves excellent performance.
Although there are many NN-based technique in our system, some components still need to be improved. For example, attention LSTM model shows that it's effective to know the focus word in the sentence. Therefore, we could use it to deal with intention prediction. In the reranker component, the answer part in a QA pair has not been used to match the input question in our module. The answer part plays an important role that we can use neural network to learn. These directions are worthy of our in-depth study in the future.
